Tetsu Saitoh
(music)
Jean Laurent Sasportes
(dance)

My meeting with Tetsu Saitoh has been a great luck in
my life as well as an artist then as a person and I want
to thanks Mr. Takashi Ito, very good friend of mine
and co-director of the Session House Dance Academy
in Tokyo who had the great idea to introduce me to
Tetsu in 2005.
Since we started our collaboration work in 2006, Tetsu
introduced me and gave me the chance to work with
many great artist form Japan. I would always be thanks
full to him for allowing me to make such rich life and
professional experiences.
Thanks to him, I had the big luck and pleasure to
dance with::
Pearl Alexander (double-bass)
Mana Hashimoto (dance)
Jacky Job (dance)
Sunichiro Hisada (kotsuzumi, recitation)
Won Il (various instrument)
Kazuo Imai (guitar)
Chie Inui (painting)
Tooru Iwashita (dance)
Tamaki Kasamatsu (actor)
Naoki Kita (violin)
Yuji Kobayashi (painting)
Kyoko Kuroda (piano)
Olivier Manoury (bandoneon)
Taeko Matsumoto (voice)
Marie Mine (voice)
Taeko Mori (installation)
Jeohong Nam (dance)
Yoko Nishi (koto)
Naoko Oonishi (koto)
Tomohito Saito (dance)
Junko Satoh (voice)
Yoshiaki Satoh (accordion)
Kazue Sawai (Japanese koto)
Takashi Seo (double-bass)
Toshiya Suzuki (recorder)
Masao Tajima (double-bass)
Masami Takaba (guitar)
Kazuhiro Tanabe (double-bass)
Daisuke Takaoka (tuba)
Naoka Uemura (dance)
Ryotaru Yahagi (dance)
Miwako Yonezawa (actor)
Thank you to all of them and to all what is still to
come.

!

Jean Laurent Sasportes

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance), my work with musicians

!
1952

French citizen, born in Casablanca (Morocco)

1970

Study Mathematics, Physics and Philosophy in Aix-enProvence and Marseille

1975

stops his studies and start his formation as dancer in Paris
with Peter Goss.

since
1979

works as solo dancer with the Tanztheater Pina Bausch
company, from 1979 as permanent member and since 1996,
till now, as guest solo dancer for the repertory pieces (Cafe
Muller, Nelken, Palermo, Viktor, 1980, Ahnen, Bandoneon)

since
1996

is independant dancer, choreographer, actor, and teacher
for Body Movement and dance. Works as guest solo dancer
for the Tanztheater Pina Bausch.

from
1989
till
2002

works intensively with the musician Peter Kowald.
Unfortunately, Peter Kowald will die from a sudden heart
attack in NYC in 2002.

since
1998

works as choreographer and actor for theater and opera,
mainly with the director Yoshi Oida in Berlin and France,
and the director Burhard Kosminski for the National Theater
of Dusseldorf and the National Theater of Mannheim

2007

choreographer for the theater director Sebastien
Baumgarten

since
2005

create and lead as artist director the dance festival
"Ikonoclaste".
first Edition 2005-2006, second Ed. 2006-2007, third Ed.
2008, 4th. Edition in 2010, 5th. Edition is to come in 2014

since
2007

create and lead as artist director and choreographer the
"Cafe Ada Dance Theater Company". Three pieces are till
now in the repertory: "Autant en emporte le Temps", "On
Verra", «Looking for Kenji». The next creation will be ready
in March 2014.

from
2007
till
2012

is guest Professor for Dance and Performing Art at the
CSWC (Center for Studies of the World Civilisations) a
departement of the Tokyo Institute of Technology in Tokyo.

since
2010

etablished his teaching base at «Izuruba Studio» in Tokyo. In
this Studio, he creates the first Kinomichi Group in Japan.
The name of «Jansantaiso» is the official name of the body
work that he develops.

My work with musicians,
Jean-Laurent Sasportes started this work with
musicians with the musician Peter Kowald (double
bass) in 1994. Different little dance pieces have been
created out of this work. (Stock, Security, Diva, Jeune
Fille, Money, “let the trouble come when the trouble
comes”, Ur...). The repertory of this Duo work has been
and is still presented through many countries around
the world under the title : „Short pieces I“ and «Short
Pieces II»
The collaboration with Hans Reichel (e-guitar and
daxophon) started in 2000, with Gunda Gootschalk
(violin) in 2005, and with Pierre Jacquemyn (double
bass) and Tetsu Saitoh (double bass) in 2006. In 2008,
Jean Laurent Sasportes started to work with Gunter
Baby Sommer (drums and percussions) and also with
Paul Hubweber (trombone); in 2009 was the first stage
meeting with Arkady Shilkloper (French Horn,
Flugelhorn, Alphorn, Didgeridoo, Alperidoo, Wagner
Tuba, Corno da Caccia).
Jean Laurent Sasportes and Tetsu Saitoh started their
collaboration work in 2006 in Japan. Since then, this
collaboration developed intensively in many ways and
contribute to create an active cultural bridge between
European and Asian artist.

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Tetsu Saitoh (double bass player, composer)

Born in Tokyo, JAPAN October 27, 1955. He has been involving himself with dance, Butoh,
theatre, fine arts, visual arts, poetry, calligraphy, Japanese traditional music, court
music,Noh theatre, classical and contemporary music, tango especially Astor Piazzolla,
music, jazz, improvised music, Korean and Asian shamanism. His activity is not only
performing with musicians and artists, but also producing some projects, e.g. "EURASIAN
ECHOES" which aims for joining Europe and Asia, in Korea, Singapore and Japan, "OMBAK
HITAM" for the opening act for Fukuoka Asian Museum. In 1994 he was invited to the
Avignon International Contrabass Festival as a guest soloist. Since 1994 he has often
visited Europe and played with Barre Phillips, Michel Doneda, Le Quan Ninh, and others. In
1995 he collaborated a music and dance performance at the exhibition of works by
Magdalena Avakanowicz in Warsaw, Poland. In 2000 and 2001 Kanagawa philharmonic
orchestra invited him as a producer, a composer and a soloist for the concert of two
double concertos. He also works as a jury for dance competition, a lecturer at SOPHIA
University, and joined some workshops for handicapped people. In 2003 he joined the
International Society of Bassists convention at Richmond as a presenter, in 2004,2006,
joined the Hawaii International Double Bass Festival. In 2006 was invited to CrossSound
music festival in Alaska as a featured artist. In 2007 was invited to Mosaic festival in
Singapore.In 2008 was invited to Mexico City contemporary poetry festival with Kiwao
Nomura.
In 2009 was invited to Columbia contemporary dance festival with Jean Laurent Sasportes.
Started an independent label TRAVESSIA.
for more information, please visit: (http://web.mac.com/travessia115/

On one hand, there are three main elements in improvisation. NOW, HERE and MYSELF. In other words, Improvisation could be
said as the activity which is not possible without NOW, HERE and MYSELF. But it is not the question of "all or nothing". We try to
increase the percentage of Now-ness, Here-ness and Myself-ness as much as possible.
On the other hand, we try to erase Now, Here and Myself at the end in improvisation. It is not Self-Expression but Self-Realization.
In improvisation, we discover new-Now, new-Here, and new-Ourselves which we did not know at all.
It can be said that when we try to specialize Now,Here and Myself as much as possible, we find ourselves walking on the way to
anonymous universality.
TETSU
Latest EU-Japan Fest Japan Commitee (http://eu-japanfest.org/n-english/n-program/2011/10/contrabassist-tetsu-saitoh.html)
October 31st., 2011
Contrabassist Tetsu SAITOH develops high-qualified collaborative performances with various artists from all over the world, in addition
to his own music activities. In "Looking for Songs" project, Tetsu SAITOH plays his own compositions as well as great songs from all
times and places, for example " Orasho " are the songs by Hidden Christians in Kyushu district, his compositions by the words of Kenji
Miyazawa or Theo Angeloplous, and also Indonesian Gamelan or Japanese Enka. Jean Sasportes stayed in Japan from April to June.
Tetsu SAITOH helped his stay and performed with him in Japan and Korea. In May, he made a 5 double basses ensemble and had a
shooting session for DVD which will be released in Israel. In summer, he played in Yamagata and Niigata. In October, he invites two
French musicians and produce three weeks tour. Tetsu SAITOH is now planning to have chances for Japanese young musicians, dancers,
fine artists to play with them. He is continuing a bi-monthly series " TETSU'S ROOM" at Pole Pole za.

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)

Tetsu Saitoh (music)
„Short Pieces“ and other improvisation works

„Short pieces I» is composed of : «Security», » the
Young Girl», «Diva», “Che sera sera” and «Ur».
«Short Pieces II» is composed of: «Money», «As we
like» and «the Vecchia». Some other short Pieces are
all ready on work and will soon belong to the
repertory.
A different composition of the program is possible;
the length and composition of the evening program
is open to fit the organization request and should
be discussed with the artist.
This performance is based on a principle of
structured improvisation; the character and costume
of each piece is defined but music and
choreography are improvised. It can adapt to any
kind of stage or be played out doors in natural
places.
An evening of plain improvisation belongs also to
the repertory of Duo with Musician, as well as:
- «Gracias a la Vida», a choreographed piece in
collaboration with Tetsu Saitoh which was
presented in Tokyo in 2008, and,
- «Looking for Kenji» featuring also the violinist
Naoki Kita, which was presented for the first time in
Tokyo in 2011. One year later, on March 11th., a
final version of this piece is presented to the
german public in Wuppertal.
- «Looking for Songs» is a musical dance-theater
piece, written by Chie Inui, the music is composed
by Tetsu Saitoh, featuring, Junko Satoh (singing),
Naoki Kita (violin), Olivier Manoury (bandoneon) and
JL.Sasportes (dance). A trail of this work was
presented in August 2013 at PolePoleza (Tokyo). A
final version will tour through Japan in January
2014.
Beside “Short Pieces1”, “Short Pieces 2”, «Gracias a
la Vida», and «Looking for Kenji», Jean Laurent
Sasportes and Tetsu Saitoh, propose:
- a work of “Body painting and improvisation” with
the painter Yuji Kobayashi. This work has been
presented in Tokyo (Asahi Theater, and Bunkamura
Gallery ) in September 2006, in September 2007
again in Bunkamura Gallery, Tsubaki Gallery in April
2008, St Andrew Church in 2011.
- Workshop «improvisation and composition» for
dancers, actors, performers and musicians.
Since 2006, many great artists have been invited to
performs guest with the duo Sasportes-Saitoh
(please see page one).

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2006

Tokyo
Yokohama
Nagoya
Hiroshima
Kyoto
Iwakuni
Hamamatsu
Okayama

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2007

Tokyo:
- Plan B
- Bunkamura Gallery
- Izuruba
Yokohama Improvisation Festival
Nagano
for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Olivier Manouri (Bandoneon)
Japan Tour 2008

- Cafe and Space PolePole (Tokyo)
- Izuruba (Tokyo)
- Tsubaki Gallery (Tokyo)
- Space WHO (Saitama)
- Seinan Gakuin College (Fukuoka)
- Aki Kumin Center (Hiroshima)

- Saikakuji Temple (Kyoto)
- Nozaki Kannon (Osaka)
- Hikone
- Tokuzo (Nagoya)
- Gallery Omotesando (Nagano)
- Museum (Kanagawa)

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
World Tour 2009
Shizuoka (Japan)

with
Mana Hashimoto (dance)
Taeko Mori (art installation)

Bogota (Columbia)
Festival Impulsos» 2009
«Dansa y cuerpo hoy»
del 26 al 29 Augosto

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2010

«Rowing the Boat of Mimosa» in Tokyo
“Rowing the Boat of Mimosa”
painting × poetry × music × dance（Tetsu’s Room Vol.7）
Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Yuji Kobayashi ( painting )
Chie Inui ( poetry )
Tetsu Saitoh ( contrabass, composition)
Kyoko Kuroda ( piano )
Tamaki Kasamatsu(on 9th ) Miwako Yonezawa ( on 10th ) Recitation

!

In front of the very big painting by Yuji Kobayashi, Tetsu and Kyoko play Tetsu's compositions for the painting, Two actresses
recite a poetry written by Chie Inui, which is dedicated to a very dear friend of her who died recently. And Jean Laurent
Sasportes dances.

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Germany Tour 2010

«Short Pieces» in Ada (Wuppertal)
Impro in Ort (Wuppertal)

«Short Pieces» in Cafe Ada Oben, Wuppertal

Improvisation im Ort (Wuppertal), with Ryotaru Yahagi,
Ute Völker, und Tetsu Saitoh

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2011
March 18th, 2011: - at Kid Ailack Arthall,
because of the March 11th,’s earthquake
dramatic event, this performance has been a
Skype Performance (JLS who was in Germany,
danced on the life music performed in Tokyo
and his dance was projected on a a background
screen during the concert at Kid Ailack Arthall.

April 16th, 2011: - Pole Pole (Tokyo). Skype Performance !
May 3rd, 2011: - Airegin (Yokohama ImproMusicaFes'2011)
May 8th, 2011: - Superdeluxe (Tokyo) with Jaky Job, dance (South Africa)
---------------------with "gamma/ut" Tetsu Saitoh's double-bass ensemble:
(Seo Takashi, Pearl Alexander, Tanabe Kzuhiro, Tajima Masao, Tetsu Saitoh)

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2011
May 20th, 2011: - at Church
May 21st, 2011: - at Saravah (Tokyo)
with Tetsu Saitoh (Double-bass), Naoki Kita
(violin), Yuji Kobayashi (Life Painting), Yoshiaka
Satoh (accordion)
presentation of Yuji Kobayashi’s new painting
and Tetsu Saitoh’s new CD:
«Flooded Forest»

May 23rd, 2011:
- «Looking for Kenji», a new creation inspired
from Kenji Miyazawa's Poetry, with Tetsu
Saitoh (Double-bass) and Naoki Kita (violin)
at and for the Center of Study of the World
Civilization (Institute of Technology of Tokyo)

May 30th, 2011:
- Duo Tetsu Saitoh and Jean
Laurent Sasportes at
Barbershop «Fuji»

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2011

June 4th:
- with Tetsu Saitoh (Bass),
Naoki Kita (violin), Junko Satoh
(voice) at Pole Pole (Tokyo)

Korea Tour 2011

Korea:
26 and 27 Mai, 2011: - Seoul (30th Modafe
Dance Festival): "Pas de Quatre"
-- with Jeohong Nam (Dance) and Won Il
(various instrument)

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2012
Tokyo 2012
Izuruba - 17-05-2012
with Bass Quintet Gen311

Kid Ailack Art Hall - 21-05-2012
with Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass) and
Naoki Kita (violin)

PolePole-za, Higashinakano- 19-05-2012
with Tetsu Saitoh (contrabass), Junko Sato (vocal), and Naoki Kita (violin)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2012

Chiba 27-05-2012, at Candy
with Tetsu Saitoh (Double-bass)

Yokohama 11-05-2012, at Airegin
with Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass)
and Daisuke Takaoka (tuba)

Ueno 27-05-2012,
Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art,
«Dancing Flooded Forest, a painting from Yuji
Kobayashi)
with Naoka Uemura (dance),
Tetsu Saitoh and Takashi Seo (double-bass)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
France Tour 2012
France 2012 - Toulouse «Le Ring»

France 2012 - Festival «Les Hivernales d’Avignon»
with Jeong-ho Nam - Pas de Quatre 60’ > Première en France - Jeudi 1er mars 16h
Théâtre Le GiraSole
Jeong-ho Nam est une artiste qui dirige actuellement le plus important département de danse des universités de Séoul.
Interprète de Jean Gaudin, elle a gardé de ses allées et venues entre son pays et la France une danse engagée, basée sur
l’improvisation qu’elle développe le plus souvent en solo mais qu’elle partage pour l’occasion avec Jean-Laurent Sasportes,
magnifique interprète de Pina Bausch. Pas de Quatre fait cohabiter deux danseurs hors pairs avec un musicien japonais et un
percussionniste, utilisant des instruments traditionnels coréens, auxquels ils donnent une sonorité contemporaine
étonnante. La pièce repose sur des fluides imperceptibles qui s’échangent entre les quatre protagonistes et font de cette
danse un incroyable moment où le mouvement oscille entre danse contact et jazz improvisation.

!

Chorégraphie et interprétation Jeong-ho Nam, Jean-Laurent Sasportes
Composition et contrebasse Tetsu Saitoh
Composition, piri et percussions Il Won
Soutien Arts Council Korea
Collaboration MODAFE

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Germany Tour 2012
Wuppertal 11-03-2012 - Cafe Ada
World first presentation of the piece
«Looking for Kenji»
a poetical dance-theatre piece from:
Jean Laurent Sasportes ,Tetsu Saitoh
with Naoki Kita (violin)
and the dancers:
Chikako Kaido, Chrystel Guillebaud,
Chun Hsien
---------in memorial to the disaster of
Fukushima which occurred one year
before.

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2013 (february)
Sapporo at Red Berry Studio, 07-02-2013
with Takashi Seo (Double Bass)
and Tetsu Saitoh (Double Bass)

Asahikawa at Mokera Mokera,
10 and 11-02-2013
with Satoshi Itaya (Video
installation)
and Tetsu Saitoh (Double Bass)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2013 (february)

Yokohama at Airegin, 13-02-2013,
with Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass),
Daisuke Takaoka (tuba)
and Toru Tenda (bass flute)

Tokyo, at Sakaiki, 21-02-2013
with Masao Tajima, Kazuhiro Tanabe
and Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass trio)

Tokyo at Izuruba, 22-02-2013,
with Tetsu Saitoh’s Double-bass
Quintet Gen311

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2013 (february)
Tokyo at PoelePoleza, 24-02-2013
(with Kazeno utsuwa theater and Tetsu Saitoh)

Tokyo at Super deluxe, 27-02-2013
Life Painting with Yuji Kobayashi , Naoki Kita
and Tetsu Saitoh

Tokyo at Kid Ailack ArtHall 28-02-2013
«Looking for Songs»
with Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass),
Naoki Kita (violin), Junko Sato
(voice)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2013 (august)
Eurasian Echoes 2

Tapez pour saisir le texte
Eurasian Echoes 2 is a music and dance performance created and composed by Tetsu Saitoh. Twenty years
ago, Tetsu Saitoh composed those musics in the frame of a Korean-Japanese Cultural Project.
Twenty years later, the same musicians did join again to perform those musics in a new composition
arrangement. Naoki Kita (violin), Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance), Jeong Ho Nam (dance), joined the original
cast for this new version of Eurasian Echoes.

YOTSUYA KUMIN HALL

!

TOKYO
2013 - 08 - 08

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2013 (august)
Eurasian Echoes 2,
with:

YOTSUYA KUMIN HALL

!

TOKYO
2013 - 08 - 08

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2013 (august)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2013 (august)
Tokyo at Kid Ailack ArtHall, 28-08-2013
(with Tetsu Saitoh, Takashi Shozaki and Midori
Kida)

Tokyo at Izuruba Studio,
29-08-2013
with Ryotaru Yahagi and Tetsu
Saitoh

Tokyo at PolePoleza 31-08-2013
«Looking for Songs»
with Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass), Naoki Kita (violin), Junko Sato (voice)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2014 (january)
« Looking for Songs »
an Operita from Chie Inui
composed by Tetsu Saitoh

!

is presented at Triphony Hall in Tokyo for the first
time and followed by a tour through Japan (Kyoto,
Kobe, Hiroshima, Ookayama, Iwakuni)
Story, texte and poems are written by Chie Inu,
the music is composed by Tetsu Saitoh,
interpretation by, Olivier Manoury (bandoneon),
Naoki Kita (violin), Taeko Matsumoto (vocal),
Junko Saito (vocal), Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass),
dance and choreography, Jean Sasportes.
January 07, 2014: - at Izuruba (Tokyo)
January 09, 2014: - at Triphony Hall (Tokyo)
January 12, 2014: - at Oe Nogaku do (Kyoto)
January 13, 2014: - Ayrt Village (Kobe)
January 15, 2014: - at Nishikawa Ai Plaza (Okayama)
January 16, 2014: - at Gewand Hall (Hiroshima)
January 17, 2014: - at Symphonia Iwakuni (Iwakuni)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2014 (january)
« Looking for Songs »
an Operita from Chie Inui
composed by Tetsu Saitoh

January 12, 2014: - at Oe Nogaku do (Kyoto)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour 2014 (january)
« Looking for Songs »
an Operita from Chie Inui
composed by Tetsu Saitoh

January 09, 2014: - at Triphony Hall (Tokyo)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour (Tokyo) 2014 (april)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour (Tokyo) 2014 (april)

April 02, 2014: - at Kid
Ailack Arthall (Tokyo), with
Junko Saito (singer) and,
Masao Tajima, Kazuhiro
Tanabe and Tetsu Saitoh
(double-bass trio)

April 05, 2014: - at Pole Poleza (Tokyo), «Looking for
Songs », with Naoki Kita (violin), Taeko Matsumoto
(vocal), Junko Saito (vocal), Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass),
dance and choreography, Jean Sasportes.

April 09, 2014: - at Izuruba (Tokyo) ——————
with Maiko Date (dance), Ryotaru Yahagi (dance),
Tetsu Saitoh (double-bass)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour (Hokkaido) 2014 (april)

Duo Tetsu Saitoh & Jean Sasportes in Hokkaido:
April 11, 2014: - at Tomoni Totomoni (Sapporo) ——— with Naoko Oonishi (koto)
April 14, 2014: - at Life Red Berry (Sapporo) ————— with Tomohito Saito (dance)
April 18, 2014: - at Cocode Life (Asahikawa) ——— Duo Tetsu Saitoh & Jean Sasportes
April 20, 2014: - at Mokera Mokera (Asahikawa) —- Duo Tetsu Saitoh & Jean Sasportes

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Japan Tour (Hokkaido) 2014 (april)

April 14, 2014: - at Life Red Berry (Sapporo)
————— with Tomohito Saito (dance)

April 11, 2014: - at Tomoni Totomoni (Sapporo),
———————————————————- with Naoko Oonishi (koto)

Jean Laurent Sasportes (dance)
Tetsu Saitoh (music)
Germany Tour 2014 (September)
with, Ryotaro Yahagi (dance), Ute Völker (Accordion)

Workshop about Movement, Sound, and
Improvisation
with
Jean Laurent Sasportes
and
Tetsu Saitoh
----------

!

What is your idea about music?, what is your idea about dance?. When does sounds begin to be music?, when does
gesture and movements can begin to be called dance?.
Is improvisation anything, any-when, anyhow ?.
No lifetime is long enough to master music, dance and improvisation, but many years of experience and reflexion can
help to discover what is beyond what we know and what we are used to.
This workshop is proposed to dancers, performers and musicians. Three important point will lead the structure of
this workshop:
- the improvisation as the expression of HERE, NOW and MYSELF/OURSELF
- the musician, his vocabulary and his instrument.
- the performer, his vocabulary and his instrument.
The length of the class can be between two till four hours a day. How many days should the workshop least is up to
the organization.

!

The number of participant (musicians and dancers, performers) should not exceed 18 persons.
For this workshop will be needed:
- a well heated big room (around 2mx2m for each participant, so that each one can ly down and be able to extend
arms and legs without disturbing his neibourgh)
- a dance floor because participant will be bare feet.
- musicians should bring their own instrument.

!

This workshop is open to:
dancers, actors, performers, musicians and all persons who have a body practice, a certain musical knowledge and
are interested in improvisation.

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

about Naoki Kita

!
Naoki Kita was born in Iwate prefecture, Japan, in 1972. He started to learn the violin from 8 years old, and studied classical
music at The Kunitachi College of Music in Tokyo.
After the college, he studied composition, arrangement and jazz improvisation at The Liverpool Institute for Performing
Arts in the UK. His graduation work, “The Sunspot”, was performed by members of The Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra in 1999.
After the UK, he stayed in Buenos Aires for four month, and studied a way of playing Tango under Fernando Suarez Paz,
who used to be a violin player of Astor Piazzolla quintet. During the stay, he performed with local musicians in several
tango shows.
He began full-scale musical activities as a professional violin player from 1999. He presided over a Tango group “The
Tangophobics” from 2000 to 2004, and made live performance in all parts of Japan.
Besides this activity, he participated in recordings and concert tours of many tango musicians residing in Japan. Engaging in
the activities as a tango musician, he simultaneously extended his field of activity, such as Jazz, improvised music, Arabic
music and many other.
He played together with performers from different artistic fields, such as Japanese traditional music, contemporary art and
dance.
As a turning point, he produced an album “Viohazard” in 2006, focusing on original music. He wrote lyrics for several songs
recorded in this album.
He has recently performed mainly in jazz clubs situated in Tokyo. Contents of the performance include a blend of original
music and the improvised music.
In spite of the Tango based music roots, he has pursued his own music, without over-depending on specific musical style.

for more information about Jean Laurent Sasportes and his work, please visit: www.jsasportes.com

